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1. INTRODUCTION

a) Classification of charmed particles

After the discovery of the J/$ particle1'2 and the $'
particle in 1974 the existence in elementary particles
of the long predicted quantum number charm4'5 became
a reality. The family of new resonances with masses
2 3 GeV was interpreted as bound states of a system of
a charmed quark and a charmed antiquark with total
charm C = 1 + (-1) = 0. In experiments, carried out
mainly in neutrino beams and electron-positron beams,
it has been possible to observe particles with explicit
charm C = ± 1 and at the present time the existence of
the new quantum number C appears to be as well proved
as the existence of strangeness.

The set of new phenomena has been explained in the
model of hadrons constructed of four quarks, each of
which has three color states. The quarks have half-in-
teger spin and bar yon number B= 1/3; their other
properties are given in Table I.

In the framework of SU(3) symmetry the quarks u, d,
and s form a nonet of mesons (ir*°~, K*; K°, iJ°, 77,77').
The appearance of a fourth quark and the broadening
of the symmetry group to SU(4) means that the nonet of
8 + 1 pseudoscalar mesons must be supplemented by
seven mesons: one of them, the TI'C meson, has hidden
charm [C = l+(-l) = Ol, and the other six—the D*, D°,
and F* mesons and their antiparticles D", D°, and F'—
have charm equal to +• 1 and -1, respectively. Thus,
the nonet of scalar mesons is extended to a hexadecup-
let of 15-i-1 = 16 states. They are shown in the three-

TABLE I. Basic properties of the four quarks.

Quark

!
Charge

2 3
1 3
1 3
2.3

Third component
of isotopic spin/3

1 2

0
•, i

Strange-
ness

0

--1
0

Charm

n
0
I I
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TABLE II. Charmed baryons with spin l/2+.

FIG. 1. (C, Y, /3) diagram for the family of 16 pseudoscalar
mesons.6 The quark composition of these mesons is shown in
the diagram. In the plane C = 0 there are 10 mesons, in the
plane C= 1 there are the three charmed mesons D*, D°, and
F+, and in the plane C = -1 there are the three antiparticles
D~, D"°, and F~.

dimensional diagram of Fig. 1, where the quantities
plotted along the axes are/3, C, and Y = B+S. The ex-
cited states D* and F* should have unit spin and nega-
tive parity. The quark composition of the charmed
mesons is shown in the same diagram.

The number of predicted charmed baryons is 64.7 The
family of 20 such baryons with spin and parity 1/2* is
shown in the /3, C, Y diagram of Fig. 2. It forms a
truncated tetrahedron, at the base of which is located
the octet of "ordinary baryons (p, n, A, S*0', E°~), which
are composed of the quarks u, d, and s. A classifica-
tion of the remaining 12 baryons is given in Table II,
where we have indicated the quark composition of the
baryons and their designations from Fig. 2.

We note that the quark combinations cud and csu can
be found in symmetric and antisymmetric states in the
last two quarks. The theory therefore predicts the
existence of four baryons with quantum numbers C= 1
and S = 0:

c(ud)anti, c (ud)sym, ddc and uuc.

b) Decay modes of charmed particles

Charm C, like the strangeness quantum number S, is
conserved in strong and electromagnetic interactions.

FIG. 2. (C, Y, I3) diagram for the family of twenty baryons
with spin 1/2*. The states of the three quarks u, d, s form the
ordinary octet of l/2+ baryons: Mudd), .P(uup), 2~(dds),
2°(uds), 2*(uus), H"(dds), B°(uss), and A °<uds), which is
shown at the base of the diagram. There can be nine baryon
states with one charmed quark (C); they are shown In the se-
cond plane of the tetrahedron. Baryon states with two charmed
quarks (CC) contain one of the ordinary quarks u, d, and a and
form the triplet ucc, dec, and sec shown in the third cross-
hatched plane of the diagram.

Strangeness

Charm

s = o

X,[ ~ — ecu X^" = ccd

Cf = c(ud)Bym

Cf = c(ud)a n t i

s = - t

X+ = ccs

S+ =-. c (aujsym S° = tcsd)sym

^* = c(su)ai,ti ^° — c ( s d ) n n t i

S = - 2

T(l = css

Therefore charmed particles with large masses will
"rapidly" go over to states of particles with the same
C and S but with smaller masses, and the lightest of
the charmed particles will decay as a result of the
weak interaction, which does not conserve charm and
strangeness. The weak-interaction Hamiltonian in the
Weinberg-Salam theory has the form

where the current J is equal to the sum of the charged
and neutral currents J- Jc +J$, which are respectively
equal to:

JN = K\v) + (viv) - (i-e) - (

ssiri 6) + c (scosU — rfsinO),

T(i) --- (uu) 4- (cc) - (dd) - (ss) .

It is easy to see that this Hamiltonian leads to the
charmed-quark decay diagrams shown in Fig. 3. It
follows from these diagrams that semileptonic decays
of charmed particles will occur as the result of allowed
transitions

c ->-svl

and forbidden transitions

c ->-dvl (vl = l+ve or (i*vu),

while nonleptonic transitions will occur as the result of
the allowed transition

c -vsud,

FIG. 3. Allowed transitions (~cosfl and cos2e), forbidden
transitions (~sin 8), and highly forbidden transitions (~sinze)
of the c quark, a) Semileptonic decays, b) decays of the c
quark to uncharmed quarks (hadronic decays).
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the forbidden transitions

c -»-uss; c ->iu1d ,

and the highly forbidden transition

c —>- usd,

whose amplitudes are proportional to cos0 or cos28 and
cos9 sin9 or sin26, respectively. In allowed transitions
of charmed particles the selection rule AC= AS applies.
Thus, the allowed decay schemes of charmed mesons
have the form

D" -*(vIj(K- . . .).

D° -*(K, nn)»,

D + — (vT) (K" . . .).

I)+ -*(K. iin)%

K- -»-('vT) ( i ) . ) ] ' , K K ) .

We note that in the allowed decays of D° and D* mes-
ons, transitions with appearance of K* and K° mesons
are forbidden, and in the decays of F mesons either
there are no strange particles or particle-antiparticle
pairs appear (K, K).

c) Lifetime of charmed particles

The probability of semileptonic decays of charmed
particles f^! = r (charmed particle — v + l + hadrons) can
be estimated from the known formula for the muon life-
time:

r — -1 — ga|t'

if the muon mass p, is replaced by the quark mass Mc.
Keeping in mind that T11 = 2.27-10'6 sec and p. = 0.106 •
GeV, we obtain

l\1 = ;i.4-in"!.Uj, where Jl/c — is in MeV.

The existence of other decay channels increases the
probability of decay of the c quark. In fact, in the sim-
ple quark model in which the decay probability is deter-
mined by the c quark and the second quark is a specta-
tor, allowed decays occur as a result of the transitions

and c —K s + q -f q',

which are shown in the diagram of Fig. 3.

Thus, there exist five possible and equally probable
decay channels (two leptonic and three color) and the
total decay probability of the c quark turns out to be
five times greater than Tv , the lifetime being

T = ;WC-5. 5.9- 10-12 sec.

For Mc = 2 GeV the lifetime is TC = 2 • 10"13 sec.

The direct means of measurement of such lifetimes
consists of determining the distance from the point of
creation of the particle to the point of its decay. This
decay length I is related to the particle lifetime and its
momentum as follows:

At momenta of the order of GeV/c the expected values
of the decay lengths of charmed particles are tenths of

millimeters. Such lengths cannot be measured in large
bubble chambers. The most appropriate method for
measurement of them is nuclear emulsion. We recall
that just this method has been successful in its time
in measuring the lifetime of the TT° meson, which is
close to 10"16 sec.

d) Principal experimental data

The experimental data on charmed particles are given
in Table III. This table is taken from the Review of
Particle Properties,8 the reviews of Refs. 9 and 10, and
supplemented by the results of the studies which are
cited below. In the table we have given the values of
the mass, isotopic spin/ and G-parity, spin J andP-
parity, the decay modes, and their relative probability.

The table begins with the D mesons (MD* = 1868 MeV,
A/Do= 1863 MeV), which form an isotopic doublet with a
mass difference MD.-MDo=5.0± 0.8 MeV. The excited
states of these mesons, the D** and D°* mesons, have
integral spin and a mass close to 2010 MeV. They drop
rapidly to the ground state, emitting a photon or pion.

TABLE III. Properties of charmed particles.

Particle

n±

D", D°

IJ«±

D*"

F±

F*±

Af

~t

^ +

^

1(0,

- (0-)
-

4in
•*

((r)

(1-)

" IT j

(f)

Mass, MeV/c1

1868.3+11.9

1863. 3±0. 9

2m I8.6 + 1.D

20H6+1.5

^ 2040

« 214*1

2273±6

2457+4

-2430

Decay mode

n* 1
e+vX

Kit+n~ (including K*jt)
K°^^
K-X
K^X
K«X
K*X

n+ji+n~
K+K~Jl+

K»si*n-

D» 1
1

K-JI*JI°

K~Jl+jl+.T
K±x'

j^ox + K°X
KOjiO-|-K.»ji»

K».l+n- + K»n+u-

^n-
D°x*
r t h o

r.+^
n° i'°
n»T
KK
<pX
r|X

Relative probabil-
ity in %

8.2±1.2»)
3.9±1.1
1.5+0.6
10+7
6±6

39 ±29

< D.31
<0.6

0.20

8.2-1.1
12+6

1.8+H.5
3.5--H.9
35±lu
,i7±26

<6
4.4±1.1

(5.9+3.2) -10-2

64+11

28+9
8+7

55+15
45±15

1'X
(X=iev , (iv, n i t )

FY

A°K-"T

& (1232)**K-
A0 + .l°

A?»*

~ 100

*)This number refers to the mixture of (D°, D °) and (D+, D")
mesons which cons its of 56 ±3% D° and 44 ±3% D+ in the re-
gion of if" resonance (see section 6). The state X is mainly K
and K*.
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After the D mesons the table gives the isotopic singlet
of F* mesons (A/D = 2030 MeV). Their excitecJ states
have a mass AfF* = 2140 MeV. Transition of F* mesons
to the ground state is accompanied by emission of a
photon.

Thus, the transitions of D* and F* states to the ground
states of D and F mesons show that charm C, like
strangeness S, is conserved in strong and electromag-
netic interactions.

The decay schemes of the F mesons have been rela-
tively well studied and are the best confirmation of
existence of the new quantum number C. We see in the
table the allowed semileptonic decays of D mesons,
whose probability is close to ie.5%.1' This probability
value is in agreement with the prediction of the/theory.
The hadronic decays shown in the table actually are
divided into allowed and forbidden. For example, the
probability of the allowed transitions D*-KV and D*
-K"ir*ir* amounts to 1.5± 0.6% and 3.9± 1%, while for
the probabilities of the forbidden transitions

we know only upper limits of the probabilities, which
are respectively 0.3, 0.6, and 0.2%. Another example
is the probabilities of the forbidden transitions

They amount to only 2- 10~l and 6-10"2%, respectively.

The decay modes of the F* mesons have been less well
studied. Almost all data on these decays have been ob-
tained in experiments in e*e" colliding beams in analysis
of the following events:

e*e- -^K+K-n + X,
-*K+K-ji+n+jt- + X,

VV +>2 charged particles,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

In the last reaction yc is a photon of low energy Er

<140 MeV.2' Events (l)-(3) have been studied in ex-
periments carried out at Stanford in the e*e" beams
SPEARby means of the MARK I detectors, and events (4)
and (5) in experiments with the DASP detector in the
PETRA e*e" beams. The distribution of invariant masses
of hadrons in reactions (l)-(3) shows a maximum in the
region 2036-2044 MeV (23 events on a background of
7.3) and the mass value estimated from this maximum
is

,1/F = 2039.5 ± 1.0 MeV.

The invariant mass of the two photons in reaction (4)
has an appreciable excess above background in the re-

J) The probability given in Table II for the decay D~
should be increased by a factor of two, since the decay D
—M"X is equally probable.

2) It follows from conservation of isotopic spin that the F me-
son cannot decay by the channel F*—-Ftf, but its mass Is too
low for the decay F*-" Fy, in which a photon with energy
Ey = 110 MeV arises, is the only possible mode. This pho-
ton is used in reaction (5) as a marker for recognition of
the F* meson.

gion of the T7-meson mass (at £cras = 4.42 GeV).

The kinematics of the reaction (5) events, which were
intended for detection of the excited state F*, was
balanced by means of the reaction

e+e- -^F*?** -*(ji*ii) (FT 7),

and this balancing gave the distribution in the masses
Mf and Mf* shown in Fig. 4. For £cm8 = 4.42 GeV we
see six events grouped about the following mass values:

MF = 2040 ± 20 MeV and .1fP. = 2150 ± 50 MeV.

Let us turn now to charmed baryons.3' The best
studied of these is the A* baryon. Its mass is less than
the sum of the masses of the nucleon and the D meson;
decay of the Ac baryon to these particles is impossible,
and it decays as a result of the weak interaction into
the states

Ac -*-XKX or ->-AX, or -*-SX.

where X is a lepton pair or pions (X=ev, y-v, or ntr).
This particle has been observed in many studies,13"18

and in particular it was observed in experiments in
e*e" colliding beams18 at £cin, = 4.5 GeV on the basis of
a peak in the mvariant-mass distribution of the hadrons
(pKV) and (pKV). This particle has been observed
also in experiments with bubble chambers in neutrino
beams produced in the proton accelerators.9 The mass
value given in the table was obtained by averaging all
these data.

Proof of the existence of the S* baryon shown in the
table was obtained in Ref. 19, where the following event
was observed in the BEBC bubble chamber exposed to
a neutrino beam:

»-—ff1*—FyF
'—7J:

01
a

1.0

1S

in
w if

1 t

u

ferns -4.42 GeV ?.

* *

l i l . I

e cms" 3. 99 to
5.0 GeV, . •
excluding •
4.42 GeV .

n ii n inny,
^ 1.5 2.0 1.0 « 2.0

*»„„, GeV

FIG. 4. Production of a pair of charmed mesons F, F* in
e+e~ collisions. In the upper diagrams the mass (r/ir*) is
plotted as abscissa and the mass (F*y) is plotted as the ordi-
nate; the lower histograms were obtained by projection of the
points onto the axis of abscissas. Six events are located in
the (F*, F) region.

3) They are represented in Table III by three particles: Ac

(M= 2273 MeV), 2+ (M= 2457 MeV), and the doubly charged
baryon 2 + * (M <* 2430 MeV).
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It has been possible to describe this event as the pro-
duction and subsequent cascade decay of the S* baryon,

For the mass of the Sc baryon Ref. 19 obtained the
value A^* = 2247 ± 4 MeV, and for the mass difference
of the Sc and A* the value Mc* -MA*= 168± 3 MeV was
obtained.

The first indication of the existence of a doubly
charged charmed baryon was obtained20 in 1975 in the
reaction

which was observed in the 7' bubble chamber at Brook-
haven National Laboratory. Here, as in the reaction
given above for production of the S* baryon, the changes
of the charge and strangeness of the hadrons are con-
nected by the relation AS= - AQ, which is an obvious
violation of the rule AS= AQ which is well satisfied in
weak interactions. For the mass Mc« of the state the
value of 2426 ± 12 MeV was obtained, °and it has been
interpreted as a state of the charmed baryon 2"(2426)
which then goes over to the state A*(2260).

Indications of the decay of the neutral particle
S°(~2.5 GeV) - A;+ 77* were obtained in the photoproduc-
tion reaction investigated in Ref. 21 at the Fermi Na-
tional Accelerator Laboratory,

Confirmation of the existence of the S** baryon was
obtained in 1979 by Baltay et nl,22 in work carried out
with a 15 foot chamber in a neutrino beam. Here 20
events were found of the type

Decay mode

An*

K°p

A;i+Ji+.t~

Kuj>:i+jt~

No. of
events

8

7

4

1

Background

1.5

2.0

1.5

1

The mass values obtained on the basis of the eight cases
of the decay A* - AOTT' where the signal to background
ratio was ths greatest are

MA = 2257 ± 10 MeV and M,*t — MA = 1

Summarizing our discussion of the table, we note that
only the existence of the D mesons and the Ac and 2"
baryons appears completely proven. The data on the
existence of the F meson are based on poor statistics,
and the S* baryon has been observed only in a single
case.

2. PRODUCTION OF CHARMED PARTICLES

Before proceeding to discuss experiments on measure-
ment of the lifetime of charmed particles, we shall con-
sider the main experimental data on the cross sections
for their production in interaction of neutrinos, photons,

and high energy protons with nuclei of a stationary tar-
get.4'

a) Production of charmed particles in deep inelastic
interactions of neutrinos with nucleons5'

The cross section for production of charmed particles
in interaction of neutrinos with matter has been mea-
sured in analysis of those events in which two leptons
are observed in the final state. The main source of di-
lepton events in deep inelastic interactions is the pro-
duction of a charmed particle and its decay, for exam-
ple, the reaction

\'n + N -t- ir :- D - hadrons,

'-*• 1 ~h vi — hadrons.

Observation of p."! events in neutrino interactions led
to the discovery of charmed particles. In Refs. 23-33
the ratio

number of dilepton events
number of single-muon events (charged currents)

was measured. After corrections for the lepton detec-
tion efficiency, detector aperture, and so forth, the
quantity a can be identified with the probability of pro-
duction of charmed particles which decay by the semi-
leptonic channel. The values of a obtained in the ex-
periments mentioned are given in Table IV.

Analysis of these data shows that the coefficient a
rises weakly with neutrino energy. This permits av-
eraging of data obtained at various values of E,^ or Ev.
Thus, we find that in neutrino beams

a = (5 ± 0.5)-10-".

In antineutrino beams

c". = (4.5 ± 0.7). 1(T3.

Since the relative probability of semileptonic decays
of charmed particles is ~8%, it follows from these data
that the cross section for production of charmed par-
ticles is close to 6% of the total cross section for deep
inelastic interactions of a neutrino with a nucleon.

In observation of dilepton events in bubble chambers,
it was noted that there were strange-particle decays
associated with these events. Blietschau et al.34 had al-
ready reported observation in the Gargamelle chamber
operating in the CERN neutrino beam of three dilepton
/i"e* events accompanied by a "fork" from decay of a
neutral particle. In Ref. 28 eight K^-ZTI and three
A°-pjr decays were associated with 17 p.'e* events, in
Ref. 29 15 Kg and A° decays were observed together
with 81 /i~e* events, and so forth. In Ref, 29, after cor-
rections for detection efficiency, the average multiplic-
ity of Kg particles associated with p.'e* pairs is in

4) We shall not discuss the production of charmed particles in
colliding e+e~ or pp beams, since direct measurements of
the lifetime of charmed particles are carried out with sta-
tionary targets.

5) A detailed review of these data, obtained up to the end of
1976, can be found in the article by P. F. Ermolov and A. I.
Mukhin in Usp. Fiz. Nauk 124, 385 (1978) [Sov. Phys. Uspekhi
21, 185 (1978)].
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agreement with the production of one strange particle
per dilepton event; in Ref. 33 a value 1.3 ±0.4 was ob-
tained for this quantity. We note that in production of a
charmed particle in a neutrino beam, we can expect
appearance in the final state of one strange particle
which arises in a semileptonic decay reaction:

V-JV-.-H.- + C4-X,

ability of production of a D meson which decays by the
channel K°irV:

g(vp-i-H-DoX)
o-(vp-*|j-...) ±2). 10-3.

whereas in reactions with antineutrinos two strange
particles should arise: one in decay of a charmed par-
ticle, and the other in its production, which occurs
from the "sea" of ss pairs. The experiment evidently
confirms this difference between neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos.

In conclusion let us consider two bubble- chamber
studies. In the first of these34 the cross section for
production of charmed particles was estimated on the
basis of indirect observations. The work was carried
out by means of the BEBC chamber in a wide-band neu-
trino beam neutrino beam (primary proton energy Ep

= 350 GeV). Among 6500 interactions (£Tts>5 GeV, £„
> 3 GeV/c) two interactions were observed for which
the final state was completely identified and contained a
D** meson.

The estimate of the probability of production of the
D** made in that study gave a value

g(vp->l*-D**X) _
-

which agrees with the data of Table IV.

In the investigation of Ref. 35, which was carried out
in the 15' bubble chamber (Ne/H2 filling) located in a
wide-band neutrino beam, the invariant mass spectrum
of (K°irV) was studied. From the final states, which
give a maximum in the spectrum at M ~ (D°-meson
mass) the following value was obtained for the prob-

TABLE IV. Probability a of dilepton events in deep inelastic
interactions of neutrinos with nucleons.

Refer-
ence

23

24

25
26

^^

28

21'

30

31

32

as

Beam and
accelerator

FNAL, v

FNAL, v
FNAL, v
FNAL

CEHN.v .v

FNAL. v

FNAL, v
FNAL, v . v

FNAL, v, v

CERN, v, v

C E R N , v, v

Event

u>-

ii*ii~
|i*u-
[i*u-

u>-

ii-c*

u-e*
Ll+U~

ii*e-
u-c'*-
fi-[i'f
!i-c+'

iru-

Method of measurement

Hadron calorim-
eter + muon
spectrometer
Ditto

» »
Hadron calorim-
eter + range muon
identifier + toroidal
magnetic spectrometer

CDHS- detector

15' bubble
chamber

Ditto
» D

» »

BEBC

BEBC

Statistics
(back-
ground)

14 (2,7)

18
7

21

257
(13 M°,,)
58
17

81
S'i (18)

12(2)
6 (0.3)

16(2.7)
3 (0.5)

21 (0)
11

GeV

£vl8 ~ 55

Evts ~ 100
40<£TU<100
Ev ~ 150

45<£v< 175

£vls> 1°

t'vis :' ion
Sv ~ 90

£vis ~ 62

Ey l s>IO

«• 103

9±3

8+3
20+ 10
.> 10

-5

7.7 + 3

5+1.5
3.7 + 1

5+3
3.6+1.3

19+2D
13±4
12+5

3. ',1+1. 5

Thus, observations of dilepton pairs and the direct ob-
servation of charmed particles in neutrino interactions
give mutually consistent estimates of the yield of
charmed particles in neutrino and antineutrino interac-
tions.

b) Production of charmed particles by photons

The cross section for production of charmed particles
by photons has been measured in Refs. 36-38. Identifi-
cation of charmed particles was carried out by mea-
surement of the invariant mass of the produced hadrons.
The first study36 was carried out at FNAL with a rapid-
ly rising photon spectrum lying in the range 50 < £r

<200 GeV by means of a spectrometer intended for
study of multiparticle reactions. In this work the pro-
duction cross section was determined (in a beryllium
target) for a pair of D° and D° mesons (detected frojn
the decays D°-KV) and turned out to be o-(yN-D°D°x)
= 700 ± 300 nb/nucleon. The work of reference 38, which
was carried out in the neutral beam at FNAL with the
same apparatus, studied the photoproduction of D**
mesons identified from the decays:

This study obtained for the D** meson photoproduction
cross section the value

a (Kp -*D*+ + X) = 118 ± 49 nb/nucleon,

and for the D°-meson inclusive production cross section

<7 (vp -«-D0 + X) = 300 i- 130 nb/nucleon.

Study of the production of D° mesons in the reaction
y + p.-D°+X was carried out at CERN in the fi' spec-
trometer with a liquid hydrogen target.37 The energy
of the tagged photons was in the range 20-70 GeV.

Identification of D° decays was made on the basis of
the invariant mass spectrum of (K*rl) and (K*jrT7r°). The
results are as follows:

1. The cross section for production of D° mesons is
(for 40<£T<70 GeV)

a (vp ->-D° + X) = 525 ± 140 nb,

which amounts to about 0.5% of the total cross section
for the reaction yp —hadrons.

2. It is shown that the dominant channel is associative
production of a charmed baryon and a D° meson, and
not production of a D°, S° pair.

3. It is shown that production of D° mesons dominates
over production of D° mesons, in the same way as the
photoproduction of K* mesons dominates over the pro-
duction of K" mesons.

Thus, the experiments considered give consistent data
on the cross section for production of charmed par-
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tides. We note that the probabilities of production of a
charmed particle by photons and neutrinos differ by an
order of magnitude (0.5% and 5%, respectively).

c) Production of charmed particles in strong interactions

Estimates of the cross sections for production of
charmed particles in strong interactions have been ob-
tained in two types of experiments: 1) beam-dump ex-
periments,6' in which the signature of production of
charmed particles is the appearance of leptons arising
from decay of charmed particles (so-called prompt
leptons: neutrinos, electrons, or muons) and 2) direct
experiments consisting of the direct observation of pro-
duction and decay of these particles.

1) Beam-dump experiments. In these experiments the
primary proton beam and all ordinary unstable hadrons
whose decay is the source of neutrinos (ir and K mesons,
hyperons) are absorbed in a thick target of dense ma-
terial (15-20 nuclear lengths). This target decreases
the neutrino flux by 2000 to 3000 times in comparison
with the conditions of an ordinary neutrino beam, but
does not prevent observation of prompt leptons which
arise in the target itself as the result of the decay of
short-lived particles. The source of such leptons may
be decay of charmed particles. Thus, measurement of
the flux of leptons from a beam-dump target can give
estimate of the cross section for production of these
particles. The first experiments of this type at proton
energy £p = 400 GeV were carried out in the CERN pro-
ton synchrotron.39"41 In two experiments39'40 the neu-
trino detectors consisted of the large bubble chambers
BEBC and Gargamelle located in the neutrino beam, and
in the third experiment41 the detection of neutrino inter-
actions was accomplished by the large neutrino detec-
tor of the CDHS Collaboration.7' The arrangement of
the targets and the three neutrino detectors can be seen
in Fig. 5. The most important result of the experiments
of Refs. 39 and 40 is that the fluxes of electron neu-
trinos and anti-neutrinos from the beam-dump target
turned out to be large and of the same order as the
fluxes of muon neutrinos. The data obtained in Ref. 41
with the large neutrino detector confirm, with signifi-
cantly better statistics, the conclusion that there are
prompt neutrinos.

We turn now to the experiments carried out at FNAL,
in which direct muons and muon pairs were observed
from a target bombarded by protons of energy 350 or
400 GeV. In these studies the beam-dump target was
replaced by a "live" target8' consisting of an ionization
calorimeter. This provided the possibility of "seeing"
interactions occurring in the target and measuring the

Beam-dump

6> Russian term: Mishen'-svalka.
7> The CDHS detector is the neutrino detector of the CERN-

Dortman-Heldelberg-Saclay Collaboration. It contains 580
metric tons of iron and consists of a target, a harden shower
detector, and a magnetic spectrometer.

8>A "live" target is one which permits observation of interac-
tions occurring in it. A live target in which it is possible to
record an interact ion or decay vertex is sometimes called a
vertex detector.

Muon shield
Gaps for measure-
ment of muon flux\\

CDHS detector
aeBC \

I 72£m_l WOr

FIG. 5. First-generation beam-dump experiments of CERN.
Prompt neutrinos were recorded by the BEBC and Gargamelle
bubble chambers and by the neutrino detector of the CDHS
Collaboration.

energy dissipated in it. By changing the target density
it was possible to make measurements for different
values of the average density. Extrapolation of the data
to an infinitely high target density permits separation
of the effect due to prompt muons from the background
due to decays of IT and K mesons. In Fig. 6 we have
shown a diagram of one of these experiments.45 The
calorimeter-target consists of 49 iron plates of total
thickness 2.44 m which can be moved so as to provide
a decrease of the density of the calorimeter in com-
parison with the normal value by factors 1.75 and 2.5.
Scintillation counters were located between the steel
plates of the calorimeter. Beyond the calorimeter there
was a muon range detector of weight 360 metric tons.
To obtain a trigger pulse it was necessary to have a co-
incidence of an interaction in the calorimeter produced
by the primary proton and the pulse from a muon pene-
trating at least 5.75 m of iron. As a result of the large
size of the range detector, such a trigger efficiently
selects all muons with momentum pu>8 GeV, i.e., al-
most all muons emitted into the forward hemisphere in
the c.m.s.

The experiments of Refs. 43 and 44 were carried out
in an appreciably more complicated arrangement con-
sisting of the calorimeter described above, muon identi-
fiers, and a toroidal magnetic spectrometer for mea-
surement of the muon momentum.

In Ref. 44 measurements were made of the energy
dissipated in the calorimeter with detection of prompt
muons. If muon pairs arise in the semileptonic decays
of charmed particles, for example, in the reaction

then neutrinos will carry away an appreciable fraction
of the energy from the calorimeter. The results of
these experiments are shown in Fig. 7, where as the
abscissa we have plotted the calorimeter density (in

Muon identifier-
range detector

Calorimeter for
halo and albedo

Beam

Scintillation counter and
multiwire chamber

' f i
Target -
cat o rim

pmta

'

+++**' I

1
T

eter Range = SGe

f
3m

JL
V

FIG. 6. Drawing of experiment of Ref. 45, in which detection
of prompt muons occured. A variable-density target-calorim-
eter replaces the beam-dump target. The energy of the
muons is measured from their range.
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b)
E, GeV

FIG. 7. Results of three experiments43"45 in which direct
muons were recorded from a variable-density target-calorim-
eter, a) Direct muons in Ref. 45 (1—events with one and
two muons when at least one of them has momentum p^ > 8
GeV/c; 2—events with two muons of different sign when the
momentum of each muon is p,, >8 GeV/c); b) direct single
(-) and pair ( ) muons in Ref. 43; c) distribution in energy
(£ = £caior + £u*

 + £w->for interactions withn'n" pairs44 (dashed
lines—distribution in energy for ordinary proton interactions
in the calorimeter. In dimuon events the neutrinos arising in
decay of charmed particles carry away an appreciable frac-
tion of the energy).

reciprocal units), and as the ordinate— the number of
events with one or two muons. The remarkable result
of these experiments43'44 is that the intensity of two-
muon events I2 does not depend on the calorimeter den-
sity, while the intensity of one-muon events /t decreases
with increase of the density and when extrapolated to in-
finitely high density gives a value close to /2.

In Ref. 44 it was shown that a significant loss of the
energy dissipated in the calorimeter is correlated with
muon pairs. It follows from this that simultaneously
with the muons there appear neutral particles (neu-
trinos) which carry away from the calorimeter a signif-
icant energy. This confirms the assumption that the ob-
served prompt muons originated from semileptonic de-
cays of charmed particles.

In 1979 the improved47 second-generation experiments
were completed at CERN. They were carried out with
three lepton detectors: 1) the BEBC chamber, 2) the
neutrino detector of the CDHS Collaboration, and 3)
the neutrino detector of the CHARM Collaboration,9' in
which 100 metric tons of marble slabs were used as an
absorber.

Assuming that, in all the experiments considered, the
source of prompt muons is the decay of DD pairs, we
can estimate the cross section for their production.
The cross-section values obtained are given in Table
V. In evaluation of the cross sections some uncertainty
arises as the result of the need to use theoretical mod-
els for the production of the charmed particles, in
order to accomplish the conversion from the limited
phase space of the experiment to the total phase space
of the inclusive process.46

Consideration of the data given in the table shows that
except for the very first experiments with bubble cham-
bers as detectors of prompt neutrinos, which were of a

' CHARM is the CERN-Heidelberg-Aachen-Rome-Moscow
Collaboration.

TABLE V. Cross section for production of charmed particles
in beam-dump experiments and in experiments with a live
target^ calorimeter.

Refer-
ence

Lepton detector

Bubble chamber Gargamelle

Bubble chamber
CDHS neutrino detector

Range muon identifier + toroidal magnetic
spectrometer

Ditto

Range muon identifier

Recorded leptons

H+, M~, and energy carried
away by neutrinos
One-muon and two-muon
events,£^>8GeV

Second-generation experiments

/jb/nucleon

3201"0-fl50
-120

100-400
30

13-60

BEBC bubble chamber

CDHS neutrino detector

CHARM neutrino detector

22+6.4
9.3±4

11.4+5.1
29+9

qualitative nature and had poor statistics, all remaining
experiments including the latest experiment with the
BEBC bubble chamber give consistent results: the
cross section for production of a pair of charmed par-
ticles by protons with energy 350-400 GeV turns out to
be of the order of 10-30 ^b/nucleon. Of course, it is
not clear at present which charmed particles are re-
sponsible for the decays that we record in these ex-
periments. They may be DD pairs or other pairs of
charmed particles.

2) Decays of charmed particles in a fast bubble cham-
ber and streamer chamber. The results described
above were obtained by indirect methods. Recently
they have been confirmed in two experiments in which
it was possible to observe directly the decays of
charmed particles arising in strong interactions. One
experiment was performed at CERN by means of the
fast bubble chamber,48 and the other at FNAL with a
streamer chamber as the decay detector.49

The fast bubble chamber LEBC,10' which is made of
Lexan, has a volume of 1 liter, a diameter of 20 cm, a
depth of 4 cm, and is filled with liquid hydrogen. The
chamber is capable of 40 expansions per second, the
diameter of the bubbles is close to 40-50 n.m, and the
average distance between bubbles in the track of a rela-
tivistic particle is about 100 p.m. Thus, the resolution
of the chamber is sufficient to measure decay lengths
starting at a few tenths of a millimeter.

In a trial experiment with the LEBC chamber located
in a beam of JT" mesons with energy 340 GeV ("slow"
extraction, of duration 1.2 sec, during which time the
chamber can accomplish about 48 expansions), it was
possible to record associated decays of charmed par-
ticles. During ten days of operation in June and July of
1979 the chamber completed 1.3-106 expansions. A
total of 110000 photographs were obtained, which con-
tained 48 000 interactions of w' mesons with protons.
Among these were found 20 events which are candidates
for the pair production and decay of charmed particles
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TABLE VI. Cross sections for production of charmed parti-
cles in direct experiments.

Refer-
ence

48

49

Method of detection of decays

Chamber (hydrogen filling)

Streamer chamber

Primary particles

IT mesons, 350 GeV

Protons, 350 GeV

V Mb

I f r ~ 5 X NT "sec,
then a *> 40wb
Ifr-10-1 1 sec,
then a * 20-50 vb

(eight of them may be background) and eight three-
prong forks which apparently represent D* decays. For
a charmed-particle lifetime ~ 5-10'13 sec these events
correspond to a cross section for production of
charmed-particle pairs a~ 40 jub (Table VI). We note
that the system contained no means for establishment
of the nature of the secondary particles and therefore
only a topological analysis of the events is possible.

In the experiment of Ref. 49 the live target in which
the decay of charmed particles was observed was a
small streamer chamber. Its dimensions were 4 cm
along the beam, 3 cm width, and 0.45 cm height. The
chamber operated at a pressure of 24 atm and was
filled with a mixture Ne (90%)—H2. It was placed in a
proton beam with energy 350 GeV (see Fig. 15) and
triggered if there was a muon among the secondary
particles. The experimenters succeeded in observing
ten short-lived particles (on a background estimated as
two particles) whose decay length was less than 10 mm,
and the authors assume that these are charmed par-
ticles whose average lifetime lies between 10'13 and
2 % 10"12 sec. Data on the production cross sections ob-
tained in the two experiments are given in Table VI.

3) Experiments with composite emulsion chambers.
Experiments carried out by the emulsion method can be
divided into two groups: 1) experiments with composite
emulsion chambers and 2) experiments with ordinary
emulsion.

A diagram of one of the emulsion chambers is shown
in Fig. 8.53 It consists of a "target" and an "analyzer".
The target consisted of 34 double emulsion layers,

-i BO-̂ m emulsion Pb, 500 jjm
350-ym backing

FIG. 8. Drawing of composite emulsion chamber. It consists
of two parts: the target and the analyzer. In the analyzer,
lead or tungsten foils are placed between the double emulsion
layers, and its thickness is 7-8 radiation lengths. In the accel-
erator experiment the proton beam is directed perpendicular
to the surface of the layers.

each double layer consisting of a lucite backing of thick-
ness 350 jim covered on both sides with 50 u.m of emul-
sion; the area of the layer is 12 x 9.5 cm2, and the total
thickness of the target is 1.7 cm. The analyzer is made
up of 80 layers of tungsten (or lead) foil of thickness
300 (500) p.rc> and double emulsion layers deposited on a
polystyrene substrate of thickness 150 ̂ m. The thick-
ness of the analyzer reaches 7-8 radiation lengths.

This chamber is easily capable of observation of in-
tense shower jets arising in interaction of high energy
particles with emulsion nuclei. Experiments with such
chambers in cosmic rays were begun by the Japanese
physicists already at the beginning of the 1960s.

We note the advantages and special features of the
technique. Electrons and y rays of high energy are
found easily in such a chamber from the cascades
arising in the foils of heavy material and recorded by
the emulsion. The momentum of the charged particles
is measured on the basis of the comparative multiple
scattering in the lead or tungsten foils. This permits
accurate measurements of momentum to be extended
up to ~ 109 eV/c. The beam of primary particles hits
the emulsion perpendicular to its surface and, by fol-
lowing secondary particles from layer to layer one ob-
tains not a continuous track consisting of a sequence
of grains, but a sequence of tracks separated by a dis-
tance equal to the thickness of the substrate.

The first result of interest to us obtained by this meth-
od is from the year 1971.50 In searches for shower jets
produced by cosmic rays, a star accompanied by a
strong electronic cascade was observed. Among the
secondary particles of the star (Fig. 9) were found two
tracks, each of which had a break (elbow), located at
1.38 and 4.88 cm respectively from the center of the
star. After the elbow, which corresponds to an as-
sumed decay, the tracks are followed for distances of
the order of seven radiation lengths. Here no appre-
ciable interactions were observed and consequently the
tracks cannot belong to electrons. An electromagnetic
shower from decay of a high-energy JT° meson is spa-
tially correlated with one of the breaks. The results of
analysis of this decay are given in Table VII, where we
have indicated the assumed decay scheme, mass of the
decaying particle, and its lifetime.

A detailed discussion of this event is given in Ref. 51,
where it is shown that its interpretation requires the

"'plate

FIG. 9. Diagram of first event of production and decay of
charmed particles. This event was observed in cosmic rays.
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TABLE VIII. Analysis of first event of pair
production of charmed particles.

Assumed decay mode

X»^n° + n±
X«-*n° + p

Afa.GeV/c"

1.78
2.95

T, KC

2. 2 -10-"
3. 6 -10-"

hypothesis of pair production of particles with a new
quantum number.

The second case of pair production and decay of short-
lived charged particles is described in Ref. 52, also
carried out in cosmic rays. The masses of the two par-
ticles lie in the range 1.55-2.10 GeV/c2, and their life-
times are close to 6- 10'13 and 4- 10'12 sec. It is diffi-
cult, however, to extract from these data an estimate
of the cross section for production of charmed par-
ticles. From this point of view the results obtained in
the FNAL accelerator have great interest; here compo-
site emulsion chambers were bombarded in a 400- GeV
proton beam. Scanning revealed two events,54'55 which
were interpreted as pair production of neutral particles
and their decay. Analysis of the events shows that one
of them can be the production of a pair of D° and D°
mesons or a pair of neutral charmed baryons, or as-
sociated production of a charmed meson and baryon.
The second event is pair production of D° and D°
mesons. For the lifetime of these four neutral par-
ticles the following estimates are obtained:

T, « (3-4)-10-» sec, T2
T3 w (2.7 -4.4). 10-'3 sec, T4

1.2.10-12sec,
(2.8-4.2). 10-" sec.

The two events discussed were observed in study of
1637 interactions of primary protons with emulsion nu-
clei. The authors give the following estimate for the
cross section for associated production of charmed
particles in proton-nucleon collisions:

a (pp —>• cc) = 1637 (».7)! x 33-10s =80 ±60 fib/nucleon;

here 33 • 103 is the total cross section for proton-nu-
cleon interaction, and 0.7 is a coefficient characterizing
the detection efficiency. If we assume that the cross
section for associated production is proportional to the
mass number A, instead of 80± 60 fib we obtain 30± 20
Mb.

4) Search for decays in ordinary emulsion. In Refs.
56-62 a search was made for decays of charmed par-
ticles, with observation of forks or sharp bends of the
trajectories in the immediate vicinity of stars pro-
duced by protons and pions of high energy. The search
for decays was carried out in the forward cone of
secondary particles at distances from a star not ex-
ceeding 0.6 mm. The selection of the stars was un-
biased (only in Ref. 59 were interactions with a small
multiplicity selected). In all these studies (104360
stars) no pair production of short-lived particles was
observed. It follows from Ref. 56 that an upper limit
of the cross section for pair or associated production
of particles with a lifetime ~3' 10'15-10-13 sec is a< 1.5
(ib/nucleon at the 90% confidence level.

duction of charmed particles observed in these studies,
although with cross sections of ~ 10-50 jib/nucleon the
number of such particles should be of the order of ten?

This question is discussed in Ref. 63. The author
concluded that the explanation is that the lifetime of
charmed particles is either too small (r<10'15 sec) or
too large (> 10"12 sec). In the first case the decays are
undistinguishable as the result of the shortness of the
decay lengths, and in the second case the particles will
leave the search zone without decaying. At the present
time we know that the lifetimes of charged particles lie
in a range 10~13-10'12 sec. The answer to the question
raised may be that in strong interactions charmed par-
ticles are produced with relatively high energies, and
as the result of the large value of the Lorentz factor
they have long decay lengths. (The greater part of the
searches in the studies mentioned in the table were car-
ried out for decay lengths less than 300 /am.)

In some of the studies mentioned, candidates were
found for decays of single charmed particles. To esti-
mate the reliability of these events, we recall that the
forward cone of secondary particles in which the search
was made for decays is loaded by shower particles and
Dalitz e*e' pairs from decay of TT° mesons. For just
this reason in Refs. 56 and 57 (78 000 stars) no forks or
bends of the tracks with an opening angle or deflection
angle 9<3° were discussed. The authors of these
studies do not find it possible to state that the candi-
dates for decay with an angle 3> 3° found by them are
real. Analysis shows that they can be explained by
background of the following origin: "white" stars pro-
duced by a proton or neutron, pair production, decays
of strange particles, and so forth. In Refs. 58-62
there were no restrictions on the angle 0. In Ref. 58
140 random stars were selected and 1400 secondary
particle tracks were followed with a total length of
3.2 m. No candidates for decay of short-lived particles
were observed.

In Ref. 59 at a distance of 194 /j.m from the center of
a star of the type (1 + 4)p a K-shaped fork was observed
with an opening angle of 2°. One track of the fork be-
longs to an electron, and the other to a hadron (pt

= 75 MeV/c, p2 = 9.1 GeV/c) and the authors discuss this
event as a possible indication of leptonic decay of a
charmed particle. Four candidates for leptonic decays
were observed in Refs. 60 and 61 in a total statistics
of 23900 stars, and nine candidates for decays were
observed in Ref. 62 in a statistics of 1120 stars. Sum-
marizing, we note that all these cases of single pro-
duction were obtained under conditions of high back-
ground, and separation of the effect from background
and complete analysis of the events are impossible.
These factors decrease the value of the information ob-
tained: estimates of the cross sections for production
and the lifetimes are hardly possible on the basis of
these data.

d) Comparison of the probability of charmed particles
in t>p, 7P, and pp interactions

The question arises: why were no cases of pair pro- We shall now consider the ratios
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w = charmed-particle production cross section
total interaction cross section

which characterizes the probability of observing a
charmed particle. Under the experimental conditions
discussed above the quantity W has the following orders
of magnitude:

Beam

Neutrinos
Photons

ir

- JIT '

It follows from these data that deep inelastic neutrino
interactions turn out to be a more appropriate object
for experiments on measurement of the lifetime. Of
course, a deficiency of these experiments is the low
cross section for production of charmed particles,
which is close to 10"38 cm3. This leads to a large mass
of emulsion target, a long bombardment time, and as
a consequence to accumulation of a substantial back-
ground of unrelated events. As will be seen below, it
has turned out to be quite possible to accomplish target
indication and lifetime measurement in photoproduction
of charmed particles, while the solution of this prob-
lem for the strong interactions requires new experi-
mental methods.

3. EXPERIMENTS ON MEASUREMENT OF THE
LIFETIME OF CHARMED PARTICLES

a) Experiments in neutrino beams

We shall discuss here experiments which have been
performed, which are being performed, and which are
planned. In most experiments the target in which the
production and decay of the charmed particles occurs
is emulsion, except for two cases in which it is a fast
bubble chamber and high-resolution streamer chamber.
The secondary particles from the interactions and the
particles which are decay products are analyzed by
means of such detectors as multiparticle spectrometers
or large bubble chambers. Particle trajectories estab-
lished by the corresponding detector must be extra-
polated to the emulsion target. The error in this extra-
polation determines the region of target indication in
which a search is made for the primary interaction and
decays of the secondary particles. Thus, experiments
with a vertex emulsion-target should combine the high
resolution of emulsion for measurement of small decay
lengths with the possibilities of modern methods of
identification of decay particles on the basis of mag-
netic deflection, ionization, time of flight, behavior in
an ionization calorimeter, in a muon identifier, in
blocks of lead glass, and similar systems. We shall
begin with experiments in neutrino beams, where al-
most all the data on charged-particle lifetimes have
been obtained. We note that the first experiment which
made it possible to see neutrino interactions in emul-
sion was carried out as long ago as 1964.64

1) FNAL experiment E247.65'66 This experiment was
carried out at FNAL in 1976-1978. It enabled us to
see for the first time the decay of a charmed particle

FIG. 10. Drawing of first experiment for measurement of life-
time of charmed particles.65'6e Shown are the emulsion tar-
get E consisting of 6 stacks, wide-gap spark chambers WG,
shower detector SD consisting of layers of lead I, and scintil-
lators S, and muon identifier M.

in emulsion.65'66 The installation (Fig. 10) was in the
same neutrino beam as the 15' bubble chamber, at a
distance of 50 m from it, and consisted of an emulsion
target and systems providing target indication and par-
ticle identification.

The emulsion (17 liters) was divided into six stacks
made up of 1900 emulsion layers of area 7.3 x 20 cm2

and thickness 600 jj.m. The short side of the emulsion
stack (7.3 cm) was directed along the beam, and the
stacks were mounted on a massive slab of aluminum
alloy. Beyond the emulsion, along the beam, was
placed a target-indication system: wide-gap spark
chambers WG (two gaps of width 15 cm each). Beyond
these chambers there was a shower detector (four nar-
row-gap spark chambers 1-4 separated by scintillation
counters S1M and layers of lead Ll_5) and a muon identi-
fier which recorded muons emitted forward (in the di-
rection of the neutrino beam) with momentum greater
than 2 GeV/c (i.e., muons penetrating through two lead
blocks located between the shower detector and the
counters M).

For target indication, events were used in which at
least two tracks could be seen in the wide-gap cham-
bers WG which converged to a vertex located in the
emulsion.

For each target indication an emulsion volume of
about 1 cm3 was scanned at a magnification 20 x 15. On
the average this volume corresponded to two standard
deviations in the coordinates of the projected interac-
tion. Events found in this primary scanning were ex-
amined at a magnification of 750x for the purpose of
analyzing relativistic tracks emitted forward.

In this work it was expected to obtain 230± 70 neutrino
interactions in emulsion. The number of target indica-
tions obtained was 194. Of these the authors succeeded
in observing in emulsion only 37. The average value of
the scanned area per event found was 8.86 cm2. The
remaining 157 events were not found, although the total
surface of emulsion investigated was 5360 cm2 (34 cm2

per unfound event).

2) The JINR-lTEP-Serpukhov experiment.67 In this ex-
periment the live target consisted of eight two-liter
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emulsion stacks. The size of each stack was 10 x 20
x 10 cm3. Target indication was accomplished with
three-electrode spark chambers with 2.4 cm gaps and
a working area 180 x 230 cm2. The target was placed
in front of the ITEP neutrino detector, which consisted
of a hadron calorimeter of spark chambers and a muon
spectrometer with magnetized iron absorbers. The
neutrino-generating target was bombarded by 7 x 1017

protons with energy of 70 GeV, and the expected num-
ber of interactions in the emulsion (of the charged-cur-
rent type) was close to 60. In this experiment 20 target
indications were obtained, on the basis of which eight
neutrino stars were found in the emulsion. Following
the secondary particles and searching near stars gave
no indications of decays of charmed particles.

3) FNAL experiment E531.68-69 This experiment,
which has yielded the greatest results, is being carried
out by experimenters from Canada, Japan, Korea, and
the USA.68*69 A diagram of the apparatus is shown in
Fig. 11, where we can see the emulsion target and the
composite system for target indication and particle
identification, which consists of a magnetic spectrom-
eter, a shower detector, a calorimeter, and a muon
identifier. The 6-tesla magnetic field of the spectrom-
eter is produced by an SCM-104 superconducting mag-
net. The particle trajectories in the spectrometer are
recorded by drift chambers (12 chambers DCI at the
entrance and eight chambers DCII at the exit of the
spectrometer). The resolution of the drift chambers is
~140 /im, the momentum measurement accuracy is
£^p/p = 0.015±0.005£ for particles passing through both
systems of chambers and &p/p>Q.3p for particles
emitted at large angles when only the first system of
chambers and the fringing field of the magnet are used
(p is in GeV/c). The shower detector is intended for
measurement of the energy of y rays arising from de-
cay of TT° mesons. It consists of 68 blocks of lead glass
of dimensions 19 x 19 x 30 cm3. The accuracy of mea-
surement of the r-ray energy is A£/£= 1.1/£1/2 (E is
in GeV). The hadron calorimeter measures the total
energy of charged and neutral hadrons. It consists of
five layers of iron of thickness 10 cm separated by four
vertical scintillators.

The muon identifier assures reliable separation of
muons at momenta pu>4 GeV/c. It contains two blocks

Steel muon '
absorber

100"
Muon hodoscopes

FIG. 11. Drawing of experiment E531.68'69 Shown are the
emulsion target, magnetic spectrometer, calorimeter, wall of
lead-glass counters, muon identifier, hodoscopic system of
counters for measurement of time of flight and identification
of muons.

of iron of thickness 1.2 and 2.9 m and scintillation
hodoscopes located beyond the first and second blocks.
The system for measurement of the time of flight has
a resolution 1.60-10"10 sec. It permits separation of
v and K mesons with momentum up to 2.2 GeV/c and
identification of protons with momentum up to 4.5 GeV/
c.

The emulsion target is made up of layers of two types:
ordinary layers of thickness 600 fim, and double emul-
sion layers. The latter consist of a thin (70 jim) poly-
styrene base on both sides of which emulsion layers
(830 t^m each) have been deposited. The emulsion tar-
get contains 23 liters of emulsion included in a volume
of 86 x 71 x 5 cm3 and is divided into 39 modules, which
can be removed for development as target indications
are accumulated. The lower part of the target contains
27 modules with 68 double emulsion layers in each.
The size of a module is 12 x 9.5 x 5 cm3, and the
modules are oriented in such a way that the neutrino
beam is perpendicular to the surface of the double
emulsion layers and parallel to the 5-cm edge of the
module. The upper part of the stack consists of 12
modules (about ten liters of emulsion) made up of ordi-
nary layers of area 5 x 14 cm2. In a module there are
177 such layers. The neutrino beam lies in the plane of
the layers and is parallel to the 5-cm edge of the layer.
A feature of the experiment is the presence of inter-
changeable double emulsion layers (800 p.m of poly-
styrene covered on both sides with 75 /j.m of emulsion
layer). These layers are placed directly beyond the
emulsion chamber (along the beam), and the plane of
the layers is perpendicular to the neutrino beam. The
target indication provided by the drift chambers gives
the points of intersection of the trajectory with the in-
terchangeable double emulsion layers. The background
of particles from the emulsion forward is too high, and
the possibility of changing layers reduces the accumu-
lated background. The layers are changed approximate-
ly every two days, which reduces the background to
~2000 tracks per cm2. Four small, well collimated
sources of Fe55 permanently located in each module
produce small points on the interchangeable double
emulsion layers and form a coordinate system fixed to
the modules.

In this experiment the largest number of charmed-
particle decays was recorded. With a target-indication
efficiency close to 65%, up to the beginning of 1980,
685 interactions in the emulsion were observed. The
region of the neutrino stars found was scanned as fol-
lows: search for neutral-particle decays was carried
out in a cylinder of radius 300 nm and height 1000 /am
(along the neutrino beam, from the center of the star);
the second method of search was following trajectories
from the point of exit from the emulsion backward to
the star. Charged-particle decays were looked for in
a cone of height 6 mm and half angle 0.2 radian, and
also by following a track backward. In this experiment
18 uniquely identified events were found (7D°, 5D*, 2F*,
and 4A*), whose characteristics are given in Chapter
6.

We turn now to description of experiments in which
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emulsion is used together with large bubble chambers.

4) FNAL experiment E564: emulsion inside the 15-
foot bubble chamber. This experiment is being carried
out by experimental groups from the USA, USSR, and
Poland.70 An emulsion is placed directly inside a 15-
foot bubble chamber filled with deuterium. A special
emulsion BR2 was prepared in the USSR for this experi-
ment. It retains its sensitivity at cryogenic tempera-
tures. The 22 liters of this emulsion were divided into
22 modules. Two soldered containers of stainless steel
contained 11 modules each and were mounted on the en-
trance flange inside the chamber. A system of crosses
on the container surface facing the chamber served to
connect the coordinate systems of the chamber and the
emulsion. Up to the middle of 1980 about 400 target in-
dications were scanned in this experiment and from
them 50 neutrino interactions in emulsion were found.
Data obtained in this experiment on the decay of the
charmed F meson70 are given below in Table XII and
in the caption to Fig. 18.

5) CERN experiment WA17: emulsion in front of the
BEBC chamber.71'''4 A diagram of this experiment is
shown in Fig. 12. Large stacks of Ilford K5 and G5
emulsion (3150 layers of area 20 x 8 x 0.06 cm3; 10.5
liters in the first run, 20 liters in the second run) were
mounted in front of the entrance window of the chamber,
which operated with a hydrogen filling in a magnetic
field of 3.5 teslas. The counter system VCS consisted
of scintillation counters V and C and a multiwire pro-
portional chamber (1024 wires). This chamber, which
covered the entrance window of the BEBC, permits the
coordinate system of the BEBC to be related to the
emulsion coordinate system. For this purpose 2600
muons of high energy from the neutrino beam were
passed through the BEBC chamber.

The location of the chamber D in the BEBC system
(and correspondingly of the emulsion stacks in the
BEBC system) was determined with an accuracy of 3
mm along the beam and 0.3 mm in the perpendicular
directions. The counter system VCS also permitted
establishment of the time correlation (on the basis of
the time of flight) with the external muon identifier
(EMI) of the BEBC chamber.

Veto
'/Multiwire f counter
/chamber

«» Beam M

FIG. 12. Drawing of experiment with the BEBC chamber.71"74

In front of the entrance window of the chamber, which is loc-
ated in the neutrino beam of the large proton synchrotron at
CERN, are placed an emulsion and a system of counters and
multiwire chambers. The latter serve to re late the coordinate
systems of the emulsion and the BEBC chamber.

In this experiment two bombardments were made in
the wide-band neutrino beam of the large proton syn-
chrotron. The neutrino spectrum of this beam has a
maximum at 25 GeV and extends up to 150 GeV. During
the bombardment about 1018 protons of energy 350 GeV
hit the neutrino-generating target. During the experi-
ment 206000 photographs were scanned in a search for
events in which at least three particles leave the wall
of the BEBC chamber whose trajectories, when extra-
polated to the emulsion, converge at a "point"; at least
one of these particles must have a momentum greater
than 3 GeV/c. The number of target indications ob-
tained is 935, and of them 533 are due to charged cur-
rents (CC) and 412 to neutral currents (NC). The
search for target indications was carried out for all
CC events and for 60% of the NC events. In emulsion
214 interactions were found and eight charmed-par-
ticle decays were observed (three charged current and
five neutral current). Two charged-particle decays are
visible as sharp bends of the track (elbows). In four
cases the decaying particles have been identified: three
of them turned out to be D° mesons, and one a charmed
charged baryon. The characteristics of these decays
are given in Section 5.

b) Experiment with J2' spectrometer in a tagged photon
beam75-76

In this experiment an emulsion was the target of the
fi' spectrometer at CERN (Fig. 13). The spectrometer
operated in the tagged photon beam of the large proton
synchrotron, with photon energies in the range 20-70
GeV. Single layers of emulsion were introduced into
the photon beam by a mechanical device and removed
from the beam after several accelerator pulses, cor-
responding to a dose of ~ 106 tagged photons. The emul-
sion layers were inclined at an angle of 5° to the beam,
and thus the length of the beam in the emulsion was 6
mm. A total of about 6000 layers of dimensions 20
x 5 x 0.06 cm were exposed (306 liters of BR2 emul-
sion). For target indication the controlling pulse of the
spectrometer selected events with a charged-particle
multiplicity of three or greater. In this experiment the
spectrometer recorded a total of 160 000 events, and

Optical spark chambers
Magnet of SI
spectrometer
Clearing
magnet

Drift cham-
bers 1, 2

2XQ of lead

e e veto counters,
EV1, £V2

CW
Photon-beam
veto counter

HCJ, Wl^-beam-halo
veto cou nters
CV1, CV2—veto counters

HI, H2, H3-scinti»ation
hodoscopes

, PD—photon detector
m a-shower counters of lead glass

b—scintillation hodoscope
c-counters of lead glass

FIG. 13. Experiment in CERN tagged photon beam.75'76 In-
stead of a liquid-hydrogen target, the spectrometer includes
an emulsion target consisting of emulsion layers. It is in-
troduced into the beam mechanically and is removed after
several accelerator pulses. The diagram shows spark cham-
bers in the magnet gap, drift chambers at the magnet exit, a
Cherenkov counter, and the photon detector-spectrometer.
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1400 interactions were found in the emulsion. Thus,
only a small part of the available material has been
analyzed.78

A remarkable result of this experiment is the fact that
the greater part of the observed charmed particles
arose in pair or associated production. One such event
is shown in Fig. 14. Here a D meson and a Ac baryon
were produced in the primary interaction of the photon
with a nucleus. Reference 76 lists six cases of pro-
duction of a pair of charmed particles. The summary
tables in Section 6 give data on the lifetimes obtained
in this experiment. (Only four particles out of 12 could
be identified; six particles left no information in the Ji'
spectrometer, and for the remaining two particles the
information is insufficient to determine the mass and
decay time of the particle.)

c) Measurements of lifetime at high Lorentz factors

The decay length is increased as the result of the
relativistic time dilation and the decay path of a
charmed particle can be measured in an ordinary
bubble chamber if the particle energy is high. By this
method it has been possible to measure the decay time
of three charmed particles in the 15-foot FNAL bubble
chamber in a neutrino beam (average energy £„ ~ 90
GeV). The charmed particles were identified on the
basis of their semileptonic decay modes. For this
purpose dilepton events with a pi meson and positron
in the final state were selected. The source of such
events is the reaction

vji -t- N ->- (i~ + C + hadrons,
L* e+ + ve + hadrons.

Among 12000 interactions of the CC type 89 dilepton
events were selected, of which 54 were dimuon (n~pO
and 35 muon-positron (p.~e*)-

In four events of the latter type near the neutrino in-
teraction vertex another vertex can be seen which can
be interpreted as the decay of a charmed particle. In
one case a charged-particle decay can be seen, and in

100 ̂ m

FIG. 14. Associated production of a charmed baryon and
meson in the experiment with the 0' spectrometer in a tag-
ged photon beam. In the primary interaction of a photon with

"an emulsion nucleus two charmed particles are produced:
a A£ baryon and a D° meson. At distance of 50/im from the
primary star there is a decay A + — A ° + ir+. The decay of the
A° hyperon (the invisible track of the neutral particle is shown
by the dashed line) was recorded by the SI' spectrometer. The
D° meson decays at a distance of 124 nm from the star Into
four particles. The decay times (in units of 10"13 sec) are
0.88±0.01 and 0.57±0.02 for the D° meson and AJ baryon,
respectively.

two cases, neutral-particle decays. In the last (fourth)
case the track of the decaying particle is obscured by a
jet of particles and its charge cannot be established.
The decay lengths lie in the range 6-11 mm and are
measured with an accuracy 10-20%. The charged-par-
ticle decay is consistent with the scheme D* - e*K~ir*v,
and the two neutral particles are candidates for D°
-K~e*v decays.

Bearing in mind that the decays found are a small
part of the ensemble of 89 dilepton events for which
the decay lengths are too short to be visible, the
authors obtained the following estimates of the mean
life of the charmed mesons:

t+ = (2,5±?: J) • l(r'3sec andi, = (3.ot?;l) • ICr" sec.

d) Plans for new hybrid experiments

We shall now discuss plans for experiments which are
being prepared. They are intended for observation of
decays of short-lived particles arising in strong and
electromagnetic interactions.

1) The experiment of the Japan-Korea-Canada-USA
group.78 The success of experiment E531 made it pos-
sible to plan a more complex spectrometer to obtain
better statistics on charmed-particle decays and to
search for decays of B particles. The spectrometer
consists of the usual elements: magnetic spectrometer,
y-ray detector, hadron calorimeter, toroidal magnetic
spectrometer, and muon identifier. It will operate in a
beam of high-energy pions, where the cross section for
production of charmed particles is of the order of 10
jub/nucleon and the expected cross section for produc-
tion of B particles is 2-3 orders lower. It is planned
to use about 50 liters of emulsion, divided into modules
of size 10 x 10 cm3 (sic) which will be successively, one
after the other, exposed for 1—2 hours. The module is
to be mounted on a precision table with electronic con-
trol which provides accurate displacement of the emul-
sion after several accelerator pulses in order that the
entire surface of the emulsion stack be successively ir-
radiated. The electronic part of the apparatus is to
provide identification of the primary particle which pro-
duced the interaction and even spatial separation of the
two vertices (interaction and decay). Ordinary drift
chambers do not have sufficient resolution (the average
distance between primary particle tracks in the beam
is ~40 /im) and the success of this experiment will de-
pend on silicon conductor detectors specially developed
for this purpose.79'80 They consist of a thin plate cut
from a single crystal perpendicular to the (111) axis;
on one surface of the plate is deposited a thin layer of
gold, and on the other a thin layer of aluminum in which
after etching it is possible to create conducting strips
separated by 40 >im. These detectors, 8 cm in diame-
ter and 0.4 mm thick, should assure measurement in
the spectrometer of track coordinates with an accuracy
-20 fim.

In this experiment, which will be started at the end of
1983, it is expected to measure more than 1000 decays
of charmed particles and about 30 decays of B particles
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if their production cross section is of the order of 100
nb.

2) Hybrid experiment with fast bubble chamber as
decay detector.Bl'S2 In this project81'82 a fast bubble
chamber of the LEBC type is used as a live target for
detection of decays in an experiment in the large Euro-
pean spectrometer EMS. The spectrometer provides
accurate measurement of the momenta of the charged
particles and the energy of the accompanying photons
and is intended for study of multiparticle reactions.
The hybrid system, which consists of the LEBC target-
chamber and the EMS spectrometer, will operate in a
beam of protons and pions with energy 350-400 GeV.
The purpose of this experiment is to study the mecha-
nism of production of charmed particles by hadrons and
to measure their lifetime.

Apparently the use of fast bubble chambers will open
new possibilities for study of the production and decays
of short-lived particles in strong interactions.

3) Hybrid experiment irith a streamer chamber as
decay detector,49-63 Another method of realizing a live
target for observation of decays of charmed particles
produced in strong interactions is a streamer chamber
with high spatial resolution. In Ref. 49 it was possible
with such a chamber to observe decays of charmed
particles. We recall that a streamer chamber, with its
short memory time and short dead time, permits elec-
tronic control with a complex and flexible trigger. It
can operate in intense beams of charged and neutral
particles and apparently after certain measurements it
will be used successfully as a live target. The im-
provement of the resolution of the chamber is due to the
decrease of the electron drift. For this purpose the gas
pressure in the chamber will be taken up to 40 atm, the
gas will be cooled, the delay time of the high-voltage
pulse will be decreased, and the electron-optical part
of the chamber will be improved. These measures will
permit reducing the width of the tracks to ~35 jim. In
the project which is being prepared at the present time
the apparatus shown in Fig. 15 will be supplemented by
a toroidal magnetic spectrometer for measurement of
the muon momenta and by a composite system of hodo-
scopes and counters. This hybrid spectrometer is

Interaction
hodoscope

v n I

Concrete shielding blocks

Steel Inner cone of
hadron veto counters
absorber

Muon hodoscope

MWPC\

FIG. 15. Apparatus for observation of decays of charmed par-
ticles produced in interaction of protons with the gas of a
streamer chamber. The controlling pulse was obtained from
passage of a high-energy muon, produced in decay of a charmed
particle, through the absorber.

planned for use in a neutron beam with intensity up to
~ 10s neutrons/pulse for the purpose of studying the pro-
duction and decay of charmed particles and B particles.

4) Experiment with multilayer semiconductor live
target.™'™ We have mentioned above (paragraph 1 in
subsection 3d) that the use of silicon semiconductor
multiwire chambers will permit determination of par-
ticle coordinates in a spectrometer with an accuracy
significantly better than that of drift chambers. Another
use of such precision semiconductor detectors in the
present problem is the construction of a live target
consisting of several tens of semiconductor detectors
joined in a stack. Each detector layer operates as an
ionization chamber. The pulse height in the chamber is
proportional to the number of relativistic particles
which have passed through it and a target-stack of this
type makes it possible to trace the increase of the num-
ber of charged particles from layer to layer and to
recognize the layer in which a sudden increase oc-
curred in the multiplicity, corresponding to a multi-
particle decay. This method was used in the large
magnetic spectrometer FRAMM at CERN, where photo-
production of charged particles is being studied. The
first results obtained by this method consist of recogni-
tion in the spectrometer of multiparticle events which
are due to the production and decay of charmed par-
ticles. A further development of the method will be
the determination of the decay length from the number
of the layer in which the ionization jump occurs.

4. ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY OF TARGET
INDICATIONS

We shall discuss here the question of the accuracy and
efficiency of the target indications. Corresponding data
on three experiments66'68'69'72 are given in Table VIII,
where we have shown the number of interactions pre-
dicted and found, the efficiency of the target indication
(which is equal to the ratio of these numbers), and the
accuracy of prediction of the coordinates of the point
where the interaction occurred, as well as the emis-
sion angles of the secondary particles.

It follows from the table that the accuracies of pre-
diction are approximately the same in all these experi-
ments: the spread along the beam is close to ± 10 mm,
and the spreads of the coordinates in the perpendicular
directions are ± 1 mm; the spread in the predictions of
the angles is close to 1-1.5%.

The efficiency of target indication in the experiments
discussed is respectively 19, 20, and 64%. One of the
causes of the loss of predicted events is the scattering

TABLE VIII. Accuracy and efficiency of target indication.

Refer-
ence

«6
72

< i P . ti9

7S,T6

Number of interactions

predicted

194
770

ln77

found

37
214
685

Efficiency of

lion, %

19
28
64

~ 50

Standard deviation, mm or degrees

Ax

10
8
8.5

A;/

1.2
1
0.95

A:

1.4
1
0.70

iO,
depth

~ 1.2
~ 1.7

~ 1.5

A<f,
azimuthal

~ 1.0
-1.5

~0.5
1
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of particles in the emulsion block. In Ref. 66 the ex-
tension of the emulsion along the beam amounts to 7.3
cm, and in Ref. 67-10 cm. Dividing these values into
four zones, we obtain the following distribution over
the emulsion thickness of the interactions found:

TABLE IX. Results of search for interactions
in a model of experiment E531.

4

1

10

0

9 14

. | 2

7,3 cm

10 cm

In the second half of the chamber 30 interactions were
found in the two experiments, and in the first half only
15. It follows from this that the role of scattering of
particles is appreciable: only the second half of the
chamber is working actively, and the extent of the
emulsion along the beam should not exceed 3-4 cm.
Another factor which influences the efficiency of the
target indications (see Table DC) is the missing of
"white" stars by the observer. A third cause is the
number of tracks along which the target indication is
made. For example, in 523 target indications in the
BEBC chamber 169 interactions were found. This cor-
responds to a total efficiency 169/523 = 0.32, and the
efficiency depends on the number of tracks in the target
indication in the following way: the efficiency is 0.14,
0.30, and 0.43 for a number of tracks 2, 3, and » 4, re-
spectively.

Now let us consider data on the efficiency and accura-
cy of target indication in experiment E531. In order to
check the technique, a special experiment84 was carried
out, for which a system consisting of an emulsion cham-
ber, wire spark chambers, and scintillation counters
was set up to imitate the conditions of experiment E531
(Fig. 16). The emulsion chamber consisted of 38 double
emulsion layers (polystyrene substrate, 300 fxm of
emulsion deposited on both sides). The statistics of
this trial experiment are as follows:

Number of controlling pulses 450.

Expected number of interactions 213 ± 25.

Number of events reaching the reconstruction pro-
gram and giving target indication 184.

As in experiment E531, the search for a predicted
event was carried out by two methods:

1. A search over the volume, similar to the search
used in all hybrid experiments.

2. Searching along the track.

The data obtained on the efficiency of target indica-

WCY1

sr

S3 (scintillator)
HEW

chambers \
WBY4-

Trial
Veto emulsion

O 10cm

FIG. 16. Trial experiment which preceded experiment E531
and simulated its conditions. An emulsion stack is bombarded
by a beam of pions, and target indication is accomplished by
wire spark chambers.

Method

Number of target indications
Found
Of them Ni, = i)

1 < A'A < 3 M
JV,,»4

Efficiency
Average time of search per event

Volume
search

13
5
0
0
5

40%
16 hours

Track search

22
15
4
4
7

70?;
2 hours

tion are given in Table DC.

From this table it follows that the efficiency of scan-
ning along the track reaches 70%, which is almost
twice the efficiency of scanning over volume. The in-
teractions found in scanning the volume have at least
four highly ionizing particles, which indicates an ap-
preciable loss of stars with a small number of tracks
("white" stars). We note that in experiment E531
(where the primary particles are neutrinos and the
scanning is carried out in the backward direction along
the secondary tracks) the corresponding scanning ef-
ficiencies are 40 and 80%, i.e., they agree with the ef-
ficiency of the trial experiment.

5. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ON MEASUREMENT
OF LIFETIME

a) FNAL experiment E247 and the search for short decay
times

The first decay of a charmed particle produced by a
neutrino in emulsion was found in Ref. 66. A diagram
of the event, which was observed in spark chambers,
is shown in Fig. 17. In the insert below this figure we
have shown a diagram of the interaction in the emul-
sion: a star produced by a neutrino at point A, and a
decay of a relativistic particle 4 at point B (which is
located 182 ̂ m from A) into three charged particle
(tracks 41 -43)."' The tracks of particles 1, 2, 3, 5,
and 41 which are visible in the emulsion are also visible
in the spark chambers (see Fig. 10). A K° decay in the
second gap of the WG is correlated with this event (ver-
tex V, tracks SI and Wl) . Track 42 has a length of 3
mm and ends in the emulsion in a one-prong star, while
track 41 passes through the shower detector without in-
teraction. We can therefore assume that tracks 41 and
42 do not belong to electrons. Exact identification of
tracks 41-43 is difficult, since eight months elapsed
between preparation and development of the emulsion,
but the authors consider the following to be most likely:

tracks 41 and 42 are TT mesons or muons,
track 43 is a muon or a K or is meson.

The V° event visible in the second gap of the WG cham-
ber is identified as the decay of a neutral particle— a
hyperon or K meson. The momentum of these particles
lies in the range 1.7-2.5 GeV/c, and the time of flight

u> The probability of decay in a distance up to 182 urn from
the vertex of any of the known unstable particles does not
exceed 10"6.
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Vertical
plane

direction

FIG. 17. First case of decay of charged charmed particle pro-
duced by a neutrino. In the upper part of the figure we have
shown, in two projections, a drawing of the event in the spark
chambers. In the insert at the bottom we have shown the
events in the emulsion: the star at point A and the decay of
charged particle 4 at point B into three particles. The inter-
pretation of the decay is ambiguous. The decay length is 182
^m and the decay time is T~6-10~13 sec.

is in the range (2-3.8) times the lifetime of A° and K£
particles. A unique interpretation of this decay is im-
possible,12' and the authors give only the following
statements: assume that at point B a decay of charmed
baryon or meson occurred:

An estimate of the mass of the decaying particle based
on measurements in the chambers and the emulsion
lies two and three standard deviations away from the
indicated mass values, respectively, i.e., these hypo-
theses cannot be unconditionally refuted. We also can-
not exclude the possibility of emission in the decay of
an additional neutral particle (17° meson?) and the pos-
sibility that one of the secondary particles is a muon.
An estimate of the decay time of the observed particle
gives

T « 6-10-13 sec.

In this experiment an attempt was made to observe
very short decay times by measuring the distance be-
tween the center of the star in the emulsion and the
track of a shower particle "leaving" the star.85 The
authors analyzed 28 neutrino interactions in the emul-
sion. First they found the center of the interaction,
defining it as the point from which the distance to the
tracks of the shower particles is minimal. The zone
of uncertainty found in this way in the emulsion plane
lies in the range 0.05-0.10 p.m in the direction perpen-
dicular to the beam and in the range 0.1-0.5 jim along
the beam.

Then, removing one shower track at a time from the
star, they determined the ne\v center of the star and
the distance from this center to the removed track.86

The total number of shower tracks in the 28 stars was

close to 140 and with these statistics they observed no
tracks with a deviation A from the center of the star
exceeding three standard deviations. In 97% of the
tracks the deviation from the center was A < 0.17 nm.
Analysis of the method carried out by the authors shows
that a decay into charged particles would be observed
if the lifetime of decaying particles was T»5' 10"15 sec.88

b) Decays of D mesons

The results of all the hybrid experiments are given in
the form of tables, in which are shown the decay length
I, the sign of the charge and the momentum of the
muonp,, in the reaction f + N - M + C + X, the decay hy-
pothesis, the momentum pc, the mass Mc, and the decay
time TC of the charmed particle. In Table X we have
shown all data on decays of neutral particles. In the
following two Tables XI and XII we have collected data
on the decays of eight charged particles identified as
D* and F* mesons. In Table XIII we have given data on
decays of charmed baryons, and in Table XIV—data on
decays of particles which it has not been possible to
identify uniquely.

Let us consider Table X with data on 13 D° decays.
The first seven of these were obtained in experiment
E531, the next three in the experiment with the BEBC
chamber, and the last three in the experiment with the
Si spectrometer in a tagged photon beam.

The bold-face secondary particles (experiment E531)
have been identified at a confidence level >90%. The
neutral particles enclosed in parentheses have been
predicted with a confidence level >99%. The lifetime
values in the table were calculated for the mass MDO
= 1863 MeV.

Notes to Table X. 1) Decays No. 3, 4, and 7, which
were tested for the hypothesis of decay of the D* ex-
cited state, give the following mass value:

TABLE X. Decays of D° mesons.

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9

id

11
12

13

Refer-
ence

«S

68

as
6&

ea
68

as

72

72

"a

75

TB

76

1, ion

27.2
116
41
67
6.5

2647

187

54

115

182

123

124

267

V
GeV/c

+11
-4

-10
—30
-4

—26

+34

-13.7

-5.9

Decay hypothesis

D»->-K*ji*n-n-Ji0

D° -» K-ifJi°ii0

D° -* K-n-n*3t*Ji°
D» -» JT*JT (K|_)
D» -* K.-«*jVji-si-n*
D° -* K-(j+ (v)

D°^K*ji-(n0)

D° -» n-n*K°
ii+ji°K-
H*v,.K-

D°-*-it-n* + K°
n*n°K-
H+VuK-

D° ->- n-jt»K0

n+it°K-
M'VuK-

D°-*K«.f*.Tn-

D»--K.*Ji*n-n-

D» -» K-n*n°

fe-
GeV/c

9.2
30.1
15.4
11.3
19.2
22.8
38.7
6.8
9.5

0.6 or 17
0.7 or 8.5
0.6 or 9.0
3.1 or 17
3.0 or 11
23 or 11
13 or 56
13 or 20
13 or 21

20 01 38

Mc.
MeV/c!

1766±48
1935±132
1855±43

1804
1923±46

1866±8

li'-issec

0.18±0.02
0.24±0.019
0.17±0.0i3
0.37±0.035

0.021+0.003
7.20±0.367
4. 24 ±0.216
1.71±0.115
1.22±0.082

5 . 5 o ( ) 2
5.0 o 0.4
5.5 o 0.4
2.3 o 0.4
2.4 o 0.7
2,5 o 0.7
0.9 o 0.2
0.9 o 0.2
0.9 o 0.6

0.226±0.005

0.86±0.01 •)

0.45-0.85")

12) In the summarizing tables (see below) it is listed in Table
XIV among the ambiguously interpreted events.

*' This decay was associated with the A£ decay—event No. 6,
in Table XHI.
**)This decay was associated with the D~ decay—event No. 6,
in Table XI.
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TABLE XI. Decays of D* mesons. TABLE XIII. Decays of A* baryons.

No.

1

2

3

4
5

6

Refer-
ence

89

69

69

69
69

76 «)

/, urn

1802

2145

457

2307
13000

94

»U'
GeV/c

-H

—7

|p|>150

+7
150

Decay hypothesis

D* ->• K-K+JJ*JJ°
F+-»K-K->ji+n°(ji°)
D+ -* K-n+n* (v)
F+ -*• n-ji+u* (v)
D* — K-JI*JI+JI°
F+ -» K-K+n*n»
D- ->- K+.u-e- (v)
D+ -» K-n+e+ (v)
F+ ->- «-n*e* (v)
D- ->- K°n+n-jt-

PC.
GeV/c

17.0
18.7
16.1
13.0
10.1

—9.4
11.8

101.5
6.6

10.3

•«c-
MeV/c*

1862±25
—

1829±35
2011 ±33

Hi-" sec

6.80±ll.l7
6, 53 ±0.33
8,33±1,03

11.19±0,16
2.82±0.09

15.3±1.68
6.86-*-0.69
8.66+0.76

0.88
0.57

*)This decay was associated with a D° decay-see decay No.
13 in Table X.

No.

^

2

3

4
5
6

Refer-
ence

72

69

69

69

69

76

I , tan

354

27.7

20.6

40.6

221

50

V
GeV/r

-31.8
±0. 1
-59

— H

-15

-8

Decay hypothesis

A*-»pn»K-

A£-*pji+n-(K°)

A*^K-pn*n»

A+-* A'n^-n"
A*^.\°n+n-n«

A* -* A«n+

PC'
GeV/c

3.72+0.04

2.9
5.0

2.23

5.73
4.70

B.73±0.23

«c. 2
MeV/c

2295
±15

2164±88

2382±90

2330±50

V
In-" sec

7.3±0. 1

(l.73±c..08
0.43±1 .i>5

0.70±(.07

0.54±i .14

3.58*1 .29
0.57±0.02»)

*)This decay, No. 6, was associated with a D°-meson decay;
see decay No. 12 in Table X and Fig. 14.

M (Dcn*) = 2007 ± 13,
M (D°n+) = 2010 ± 3,

M (D°ji-) = 2008 ± 1 MeV/c2.

2) Decay No. 12 is associated with the decay of a A^
baryon (see Fig. 14), and decay No. 13 with a D' decay
(see Table XI).78

Some uncertainty in interpretation exists also in the
data of this table: for example, for decays No. 4-6 we
cannot completely exclude the hypothesis of decay of a
neutral charmed baryon.

A peculiarity of the momentum values obtained for the
decaying particles is their double value (decays No.
6-10). It arises as the result of the presence in the
final state of a neutral particle and leads to two possible
values of decay time.

We note that a probable choice between the two mo-
mentum values can be made from consideration of the
spectrum of charmed mesons produced in neutrino in-
teractions.

Let us consider the momenta of the mesons in those
cases when they are determined uniquely. In Tables
X-XIV we have given 12 such values and they are all
greater than 9 GeV/c. Meanwhile in the table of D°-
meson decays a choice is possible between PDp< 3.1
GeV/c and P,,o>8.5 GeV/c. The probability of repeated
appearance of momenta less than 3 GeV/c is very small,
and the higher momenta can be preferred to the smaller
values.

On this assumption, averaging of the data of Table X
gives for the lifetime of the D° meson the value

TD. ~ (0.4— O.I))-10-"sec.

In Ref. 68 the following estimates were obtained for TDO

(from decays No. 1-7 in Table X), which were made by
the method of maximum likelihood (in units of 10~13 sec):

TABLE XII. Decays of F* mesons.

T = 1.00ig;l!, T = 0.411S;?3, - i w O . f i .

For the first estimate all seven decays were used, and
in the seventh decay the solution for the lower momen-
tum was used, while in the sixth decay the solution for
the higher momentum was used. In the second estimate
decay No. 6 has been excluded, and in the last estimate
the lower-momentum solution was taken in decay No. 6.
(The probability that the decays 1-7 satisfy a single
value of r is only 1.3%, since the sixth decay gives too
large a value of the decay time.)

Data on the decays of charged D* mesons are given in
Table XL In four of the five it is impossible to avoid
their interpretation as F decays. However, this in-
terpretation is unlikely (the background of F mesons
for the five decays considered is 1.3). Application of
the method of maximum likelihood to the five first de-
cays gives

•tD± = (lO,3i]°i5)-10->3sec.

Thus, comparison of TD* and TDO shows that the mean
life of neutral charmed mesons is much less than that
of charged charmed mesons. This conclusion follows
also from a direct comparison of the decay lengths.
This comparison makes sense if we make the reason-
able assumption that the spectra of D° and D* mesons

TABLE XIV. Ambigously interpretable decays.

No.

1
2
3

Refer-
ence

69

ee
70

I, urn

670
130
50

%.
GeV/c

+30
not seen

-12

Decay hypothesis

F- -r m"ji-Ji+n0

F* ->- K+K0n-n-
F* ->• n+it*n-n°

PC'
GeV/c

12.25
9.70

>2.32

*'c.
MeV/c'

2026±56
2089±121
2017±25

lO-'wsec

3.70±0.12
0.91±0.12

1.54

Refer-
ence

66

73

74

72

76

'V
GeV/c

— 13

-4.77±0.01

1, ton

182

«06

96

317
1559

32. 94
260. 341
685. 690

1900. 3332

Decay hypothesis

A?::::™D; ~* K°'"t*%n±

D+ > 4 particles
F-

1" 1 3 charged particles
Dc r + »1 neutral particle

or forbidden decays

Single-particle decays,
kinematics do not agree
with decay of a strange
particle
8 decays of charged
particles assigned to
decays of D mesons

GeV/c

3.94-4.93

t,
Ii>-«sec

~6

(1.0-5.3)

-0.4-1,2
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produced in neutrino interactions do not differ greatly.
Then it follows from the data of Tables X and XI that

We note that the decay lengths in decay No. 6 for D°
mesons and decay No. 7 for D* mesons are too great
and agree poorly with the statistics of the remaining
decay lengths. If these lengths are excluded, then

<ZD.) = 104 nm, (1D±) = 1680 im.

The great difference in the average length of the decay
path of neutral and charged mesons will not be removed
by taking into account the different efficiency for detec-
tion of neutral and charged particles, although this fac-
tor will undoubtedly produce some shift of the data
which is difficult to take into account.

Following the review article by Allasia72 let us discuss
what is given by the data of the hybrid experiment with
the BEBC chamber. The decay time t = L/$cy is deter-
mined uniquely from these data only for one decay of a
Ac particle (decay No. 1 in Table XIII). In the remaining
cases a kinematical analysis does not give a unique
solution for the quantity $y. However, in Refs. 87 and
88 it is shown that in a certain approximation, which is
satisfied for eight decays obtained in this experiment,
an estimate of T is possible even if the value of |3 is un-
known. In this method an estimate of r is obtained from
the distribution of the values of the distance A between
the direction of emission of the secondary particle and
the point where the interaction occurred. This quantity
is given by A = Z, sin0=fl3eysin0, where 9 is the angle
between the vector L and the direction of emission of
the secondary particle in the decay.

In the limit of high energy and large mass of an un-
stable particle ((3 - 1, (3* - 1) the quantity

A = c t tg ~-

(where 6* is the emission angle of the secondary par-
ticle in the c.rn.s.) does not depend on the value of (3.
To estimate the mean life by this method the authors
assumed that the four charged particles whose decay
was studied by them are D* mesons, and the three neu-
tral particles are D° mesons. The fifth charged par-
ticle included in the discussion as a D* meson is the
case observed in Ref. 66. The estimates obtained have
the form

T+ = (2.51?;?). 10-'3 sec,

Let us now consider the estimates of lifetime obtained
in the experiment using the «' spectrometer in photo-
production of charmed particles.75'76 Application of the
method of maximum likelihood to the three D° decays
listed in Table X13' gives

T0 = (0.58iS:l)-10-»sec.

Of the eight charged particles whose decay is re-
corded in this experiment, only one particle is identir
fied with the D meson (event No. 6 in Table XI). As-
suming that the remaining seven unidentified charged
particles are D mesons,14' and applying to these decays
the method of estimation described above, the authors
obtain

t+ « 4.4-tO-1 3 sec.

c) Decays of F* mesons

Almost all the decays listed in Table XI permit a
second, probably less significant, interpretation as de-
cays of F* mesons. There are only three undoubted de-
cays of F mesons, and they are given in Table XIL One
of them, as we have mentioned, was obtained in Ref.
70. Corresponding drawings of the event in the emul-
sion and the chamber (in these drawings unrelated
tracks have been removed) are shown in Fig. 18. Easily
visible in the chamber are an electron- positron pair
(tracks 5 and 6) and a positron from a second pair
(track 7). Balancing of the kinematics of the event with
two free parameters (a 2C fit) on the assumption that
the decay F* — Tr'W'fl-0 occurred, gives a F-meson mass
Mf= 2017± 25 MeV, with the mass of the system of
three pions close to the w-meson mass: Mfa'ir'ij0)
= 808 ± 20 MeV. A 3C fit for a mass equal to the F-
meson mass (2030 MeV) gives good agreement with the
decay mode which was assumed.

Application of the method of maximum likelihood to
the two other events shown in the table gives the fol-
lowing estimate:

d) Decays of Ac baryons

In Table XIII we have given data on six decays of

» V

SO urn

tl.1

^

FIG. 18. Drawing of the event interpreted as decay of an F
meson (see section 5, Table XII). Track 4 at a distance of 50
fim from the star splits up into tracks 41, 42, and 43. In the
bubble chamber (extraneous tracks have been removed in the
drawing) an e+e~ pair is visible (tracks 5 and 6) and a posi-
tron track 7. The most likely decay is F— ir+Jr+7r~ir0.

13> In the case of decay No. 13 the value (0.65 ±0.20)- 10~13 sec
was taken for the decay time, i.e.
(0.45-0.85)'10~13 sec.

the center of the interval

14) The decay lengths for these eight charged particles (see
Table XIV) are respectively 32, 94, 260, 341, 685, 690,
1900, and 3332 Mm.
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charmed baryons. In the first of these, which was ob-
tained in an experiment with the BEBC chamber, a
track of a relativistic particle from a neutrino star at
a distance of 354 /j.m from it breaks up into three rela-
tivistic tracks which with greatest probability belong to
a Jt* meson, a proton, and a JT" meson. Thus, in this
case the following decay scheme is possible:

The values of mass, momentum, and decay time for
this and the remaining events are given in the table.
Four of them were found in experiment E531 and the
lifetime of the Ac bar yon estimated for them is

TA =(t,14iK)-10-'3sec.

6. RATIO OF LIFETIMES TD±/TDO IN EXPERIMENTS
IN e+e- COLLIDING BEAMS

Here we shall discuss estimates of the ratio of the
lifetimes of charged and neutral D mesons obtained in
experiments in electron-positron colliding beams at
SPEAR in Stanford.90"92

This ratio can be obtained by measuring the relative
probabilities of semileptonic decays of D* and D°
mesons. Indeed, in the transition

the change of isotopic spin is AT = 0, and therefore
there is equality in pairs of the widths of the correspon-
ding decay channels of neutral and charged D mesons:

F (0° ->- K-e+Ve) = F (D- ->• KVve),

r (D° -* K°ji-e+ve) = T (D* ->• K-n+e+ve)

or, in general, summing over all channels:

F (D° ->-evX) = r (D± -*evX).

We shall use the designation b -T(D-evX)/T (D- any-
thing) = T(D -De vX)r for the relative probability of
semileptonic decay of the D meson. Then obviously

— the ratio of the lifetimes of the D* and D° mesons-
is equal to the ratio of the coefficients 6* and 6°. Mea-
surements of 6* and 6° were made by two methods. In
both cases the energy of the colliding beams correspon-
ded to the region of the $* resonance, £c.m.s. = 3770
MeV, which is an intense and impurity-free source of
DD pairs with contributions of the charged component
D* and the neutral component D° which have been
studied:

e+e--*\|>' (3770) -*DD.

In the first study, which was carried out in the MARK II
apparatus,89 those semileptonic decays of D particles
were selected in which the decay of a pair particle was
completely identified on the basis of hadronic decays.
This permitted establishment of the charge state of the
two particles. The values of 6* and 6° are

for D* -*e* + X, b* = (15.8 ± 5.3) %;
for D° -*e + + X, ba = (5.2 ± 3.3%).

These values of the relative probabilities of semilep-
tonic decays correspond to a ratio T»/T. (obtained by
the method of maximum likelihood with inclusion of the
fact that the useful and background events have a Pois-
son distribution):

The second method of measuring this quantity was
carried out in the DELCO installation90 and consists
of comparing the frequency of appearance of one-elec-
tron and two-electron events Nl and N2. Obviously Nl

is almost linear in 6* and 6°, while N2 is quadratic in
these variables:

NI = A]2b° (1 - 6°) + 4+26+ (1 - 6+
(*)

Here the coefficients A°(A*) are equal to the product
of the number of D°D° (D'D") decays by the detection
efficiency. If the number of one-electron events Nt
and of two-electron events N2 is measured and the co-
efficients A are known, then it is possible to find a
solution for 6° and 6* and consequently also the ratio
T*/T-. The system of equations (*), however, has two
solutions and a choice between them is made on the
basis of the additional consideration that in D* -D* de-
cays neutral kaons K° arise, and in D° decays—charged
kaons. This study found Nl = 734 and N2 = 21 (background
about 5) electron events and the quantities 6° and 6*
have the following values:

6°< 4%, &* = 22.0£«% (at the 95% confidence level),

from which, using the method of maximum likelihood,

T./T0>4.3 (at the 95% confidence level).

TABLE XV. Results of measurement of lifetime of charmed
particles (in units of 10~~13 sec).

Experiment

Result:

TD-

TF

TD±'TD»

E.-.31 ". "")

. n+0.52
'•"-0.31

10.3+1C^

,4+2.78
-1.05

j (4+0.90

^To°'44

BEBC71"74

n ,,+0,570-53--0.25
, 5+22

=,+6
5-3

SPEAR "• "

3'08-l!33
>4.3

n' spectrometer,
Refs. 75,76

0.58+^,

•— 4.4

»8

*)As a result of the increase in statistics in experiment E531
which occured in the last half year, the lifetime estimates
given in the first column of the table have changed slighty.
The new estimates have the following values100:

'-0.7'
+6.5
'-3.3'

Thus, the ratio TDi/TDo in experiment E531 has changed from
a value ~10 to a value ~3 as the result of an increase of the D°-
meson lifetime. This result does not change the general con-
clusion that there is a difference in the lifetimes of the D* me-
sons and the remaining charmed particles, which is based on
consideration of the whole set of experimental data.
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If we use the theoretical value93

r (D -»-Kev) = 1.4-10" sec'1,

which was obtained by analogy with the width r(K-irei>)
with a small uncertainty due to form factors, then form
factors, then from the values of 6° and 6* obtained it
follows that the lifetimes of the D* and D° mesons are

TD-< 2.1-10-13 sec,
TD± = (10.4ti.-g1). io-« sec at the 95% confidence level.

Thus, these results are in agreement with the data
obtained in hybrid experiments with an emulsion target
in neutrino or photon beams.

In conclusion we give Table XV as a summary of mea-
surements of lifetimes of charmed particles and of the
ratios of lifetimes of charged and neutral particles.

7. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the data on measurement of the
lifetime of charmed particles produced in beams of neu-
trinos, photons, and hadrons. It follows from this dis-
cussion that hybrid experiments with vertex targets,
which combine the possibilities of accurate measure-
ment of the decay lengths, identification of the second-
ary particles, and reconstruction of the decay scheme,
will permit detailed data to be obtained on the lifetime
of charmed particles. Increase of the accuracy and
efficiency of target indication in such experiments to-
gether with the appearance of new "live" targets such
as fast bubble chambers or streamer chambers will
permit investigation of the lifetimes of charmed par-
ticles produced in strong interactions and, possibly,
advancement to study of the lifetimes of B particles.

It is appropriate to raise the question of what kind of
track detector should be used with a live target: what
should be given preference—bubble chambers or com-
posite spectrometers. Apparently the future belongs to
the latter. One of the reasons for the low efficiency of
target indication in experiments with bubble chambers
is the superposition of unrelated tracks. The high time
resolution possible in spectrometers leads to a signifi-
cant increase of the scanning efficiency.

The physical results obtained can be summarized in
general form as follows: 1) pair production and decay
of charmed particles have been observed. 2) The life-
time of charmed particles lies in the range 10"12-10"13

sec. 3) The lifetime of D* mesons is almost an order
of magnitude greater than the lifetime of D° mesons.
4) The lifetime of other charmed particles is close to
the lifetime of D° mesons.

These results confirm the prediction of the theory
that the lifetime of charmed particles is close to 10"13

sec but indicate the inadequacy of the simple quark-
spectator model, according to which TDi = TDo = Tf.±.

The scope of the review does not include theoretical
studies, in which attempts have been made to explain
the reason for this inconsistency. We shall point out,
however, that the possibility of this difference in the
lifetimes has been discussed by many authors6'92"95 and

that at the present time there is an extensive literature
on this question. This literature indicates that, since
calculations of the probability of the semileptonic decay
modes agree more or less accurately,93 the difference
in the lifetimes can arise most likely from the nonlep-
tonic part of the interaction Hamiltonian: in order to
predict the lifetime of charmed particles it is necessary
to know how quarks recombine into hadrons. This is a
difficult problem, which includes the dynamics of strong
interactions.96"104 It is evident that the experimental and
theoretical solution of the problem of charmed-particle
lifetimes will require great effort from experimenters
and theoreticians.

The author thanks L. B. Okun', M. L Adamovich, V. A.
Smirnitskii, I. S. Tsukerman, and M. I. Daion, who have
read this review, for their critical remarks and discus-
sion.
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